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CURRENT AFFAIRS
1. Which country will host the 24th Winter Olympics 2022? China
2. Which is the first Union Territory of India to depend 100% on solar energy? Diu
3. Which state of India gets its first airport which is also India's 100th airport? Sikkim
4. Who is the present CEO of Microsoft Corporation? Mr.Satya Nadela
5. Who has spot the No.1 rank in Forbes World's most powerful leader list?
Xi Jinping
6. Which foreign company will buy India's leading e-commerce company Flipkart?
Walmart
7. Who is the Prime Minister of Canada? Justin Trudeau
8. Which is the first Indian state which has recently launched its official T-Wallet for
digital payment ? Telangana
9. Which bank claims that it is "India's International Bank"? Bank of Baroda
10. Which day is celebrated as International Internet day? 29th October.
11. With which nation ,India has the most favourable foreign trade? America
12. Saubhagya Yojana launched by PM Narendra Modi is associated with what?
Free electricity connection
13. Who is the President of India? Mr. Ram Nath Kovind
14. Where was the Signature Bridge worth Rs 1594 crore inaugurated on 4th Nov 2018?
Delhi
15. Who was conferred with France's highest civilian honour "Knight of the Legion of
Honour" on 9 Nov 2018? Jawahar Lal Sarin
16. Which energy source is expected to overtake coal as the world's largest energy source by
2030? Natural gas.
17. Which state launched Online Open Learning training platform named KOOL on 18 Nov
2008? Kerala
18. Which country is rejoining Commonwealth after two years of withdrawal? Maldives
19. Who is the first person to lose the "Freedom of Paris" a symbolic award?
Aung San Suu Kyi
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20. The second Tejas Superfast Express train will be operated between which cities?
Chennai and Madurai
21. Which day is celebrated as International Students Day all over the world? November 17
22. Which Indian beach became the Asia's first beach to get the Blue Flag Certification?
Chandra bhaga beach of Odisha
23. Who is the only Indian sportsperson to be featured in the list of world's highest paid
athletes compiled by Forbes? Mahendra Singh Dhoni
24. Who authored the book An era of darkness- The British Empire in India?
Shashi Tharoor.
25. Who is the present Chief Justice of India? J.S.Khehar
26. Which country recently announced to impose "carbon tax"from 2019 to cut its
greenhouse gas emissions? Singapore
27. When is World Water Day observed across the world? 22 March
28. Which country applied VAT for the first time on 1st Jan 2018 ? UAE
29. Where is the world''s coldest village Oymyakon which records -62 C located? Russia
30. Which state is at the bottom in the list of "Healthy States Programme India " published
by Niti Aayog in Feb 2018? Uttar Pradesh
31. Which IAF officer became first Indian woman to fly fighter aircraft solo?
Avani Chaturvedi
32. When is world water day celebrated? 22 March
33. Which city of India is recorded as the most polluted megacityin the world by WHO?
Delhi
34. Which Indian state imposed total ban on the use of plastic? Maharashtra
35. Which country conducted world's first test of space elevator? Japan
36. In which state is the statue of Unity located ? Gujarat
37. Which company launched world's first GST calculator? Casio
38. Which country plans to introduce a tax system named "GAFA"tax on internet firms from
1st January 2019? France
39. Which social networking giant has partnered National Commission for Women to offer
digital literacy programme for women? Facebook
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40. To which country did Indian PM Mr, Modi announced 1.4 billion $ financial
assistance?Maldives
41. Which country's government bans Indian currency notes above Rs 100? Nepal
42. Which country has emerged as World's second largest arms producer? Russia
43. Which country's scientist has developed a rewritable paper? China
44. Which is the first country to make all public transport free from 2020? Luxemborg
45. Which is the first US state to accept taxes in Bitcoin? Ohio
46. Where was world's first 3D printed e-bike manufactured? Germany
47. Which is the first US state to have female majority in US legislature? Nevada
48. Which Asian country recently proposed the removal of 2 term limit for President? China
49. Which country has become the first country in the world to make equal pay for men and
women? Iceland
50. Name the Russian President who was re-elected as the President of Russia by winning
historic fourth term? Vladimir Putin

URDU LANGUAGE
1.What is the literal meaning of the word ‘Urdu’? It means ‘lashkar’.
2.Who was the founder of Aligarh University? Sir Syed Ahmed Khan
3.What is the name of Sir Syed Ahmed Khan’s first magazine?‘Tehzeeb ul Ikhlaaq.’
4. Who was the author /writer of ‘Inquilab Zindabad!’? Hasrat Mohani
5. Who translated Tagore’s ‘Gitanjali’ in Urdu for the first time? Niyaz Fatehpuri.
6. Who was the first novel writer of Urdu? Deputy Nazeer Ahmed
7. Who was the writer of the book ‘Abay Hayaat’? Mohammad Hussian Azaad
8.What was the full name of Ghalib? Asad-ullah Khan Ghalib
9.What was the real name of Mughal Emperor Shah Jahan? Shazada Khurram
10. Who got the Jama Masjid and the Red Fort constructed?Shah Jahan.
11. What is ‘Essay’ called in urdu? Mazmoon Nigaari.
12.Who founded Fort William College? John Gill Christ
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13. Who wrote the play ‘Anarkali?’Agha Hashr Kashmiri

HINDI LANGUAGE
Q 1. Who was the writer of famous Hindi novels GODAAN and GABAN ?Shri Munshi
Premchand
Q 2. Name the writer of story “ Cricket Match” and “ Actress” Shri Munshi Premchand
Q3. Who is the writer of the famous work “ KAFAN”. Shri Munshi Premchand
Q4. Which Hindi writer wrote her childhood biography –“ Meray bachpan ke din”.?Shrimati
Mahadevi Verma
Q5. Which Hindi poetess is known as “ Modern Meera”? Shrimati Mahadevi Verma
Q6. Children’s poem “ Chuhay ki Dilli Yatra “ was written by whom?Shri Ramdhari SinghDinkar
Q7. Which Hindi poet is hailed as “ Rastra kavi” or National poet on account his patriotic
compositions? Shri Ramdhari singh- Dinkar
Q8. Which Hindi poet was given the title of MAHAKAVI? Shri Bihari lal ( BIHARI)
Q9. Which poet penned the famous “ Madhushala”?Shri Harivansh Rai Bacchan
Q10. Who was the poet of “ Agnee path “? Shri Harivansh Rai Bacchan
Q11. National award winning film Suraj ka saatvaa Ghoda -was based on the novel by the
same name. Name the writer of this novel. Shri Dharamvir Bharti
Q12. Name the famous novelist who wrote “ Paap ka Ghada”.Shri Vishu Prabhakar
Q13. Which Prime Minister of India authored “ Amar Aag hai” ?.Shri Atal Bihari
Vajpayee
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ENGLISH
I. FOREIGN / IRREGULAR PLURALS
SINGULAR
1. Analysis
2. Appendix
3. Axis
4. Basis
5. Cactus
6. Criterion
7. Datum
8. Phenomenon
9. Syllabus
10. Oasis
II.

PLURAL
Analyses
Appendixes/appendices
Axes
Bases
Cacti
Criteria
Data
Phenomena
Syllabi
Oases

BOOKS AND AUTHORS
1. To kill a mocking bird – Harper Lee
2. Wuthering Heights – Emily Bronte
3. The Great Indian Novel – Shashi Tharoor
4. Long Walk to Freedom – Nelson Mandela
5. Straight from the heart – Kapil Dev
6. Persuasion – Jane Austen
7. The Mill on the Floss – George Eliot
8. Inglorious Empire – Shashi Tharoor
9. Nightmare Hour --- R.L. Stine
10. The Vanished Diamond—Jules Verne
11.

III.

WHO QUOTED THE LINES:
1. Beauty is not in the face; beauty is a light in the heart – KHALIL
GIBRAN
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2. We are all like the bright moon, we still have our darker side –
KHALIL GIBRAN
3. A thing of beauty is joy forever – JOHN KEATS
4. Those who dare to fail miserably can achieve greatly---- -JOHN F.
KENNEDY –
5. It is our choices, that show what we truly are, far more than our
abilities.-------J. K ROWLING.
6. Twenty years from now you will be more disappointed by the things
that you didn’t do than by the ones you did do.---------MARK TWAIN
7. If I cannot do great things, I can do small things in a great way.--MARTIN LUTHER KING
8. We make a living by what we get, but we make a life by what we give.
– WINSTON CHURCHILL
9. Many of life’s failures are people who did not realize how close they
were to success when they gave up — THOMAS A. EDISON
10. You may have to fight a battle more than once to win it. MARGARET THATCHER

FAMOUS PLAYWRIGHTS AND THEIR POPULAR PLAYS
1.Aeschylus

Prometheus Bound

2.Agathaa Christie

The Unexpected Guest

3.Alan Ayckbourn

The Norman Conquest

4.Anton Chekhov

The Seagull

5.Aristophanes

The Birds, Greek Comedy

FAMOUS PAINTERS AND SCULPTURES
Painter / Sculptor

Period

Famous works
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Painting / Sculpture

1.Donatello

1386 -1466

Mary Magdalene

2.Jan Van Eyek

1390-1441

Ghent Alterpiece

3.Leonardo Da Vinci

1452-1519

The Last Supper; Mona Lisa

4.Michelangelo
Buonarroti

1475-1564

Genesis; Last Judgement;
David

5.Peter Paul Rubens

1577-1640

Samson and Delilah

Painting
Painting
Paintings
Paintings,
Sculpture
Painting

INTERNATIONAL ORGANISATIONS
1. AL - Arab League
2. ACP - Asian Caribbean and Pacific Countries
3. APEC - Asia Pacific Economic Cooperation
4. ASEAN -Association of South East Asian Nations
5. AI -Amnesty International
6. AU - African Union
7. CIS - Commonwealth of Independent States
8. ESCAP - Economical and Social Commission for Asia the Pacific
9. EUC -European Community
10. FIFA - Federation Internationale de Football Association
11. G8

-Group of 8 countries

12. G20

-Group of 20 Developing Nations

13. GCC

- Gulf Cooperaion Council

14. IAEA - International Atomic Energy Agency
15. IBRD - International Bank for Reconstruction and Development

SOCIAL SCIENCE
1. Which major latitude passes at the south of the southernmost point of peninsular India, ie
kanyakumar? Equator
2. In which river in India the Salal project is constructed on? Chenab
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3. The percentage of earth surface covered by India is?2.4%
4. The India's higest annual rainfall is reported at ? Mawsynram, Meghalaya
5. Which authority in India is reported responsible for the set up the refineries Mathura,
Digboi and Panipat? Indian Oil Corporation Ltd.
6. Who is known as "Father of white Revolution" in India? V. Kurien
7. The Radcliffe line is boundary between? India and Pakistan
8. Identify the Gulf that has a potential for harnessing of tidal energy in India?Gulf of
Cambay
9. The state having largest area of forest cover in India is ? Madhya Pradesh
10. Which year is called a Great Divide in the demographic history in India? 1921
11.Which is the only state in India that produces saffron? Jammu and Kashmir
12. Three important rivers of the India subcontinent have their sources near the Mansarover
Lake in the Great Himalayas. Brahmaputra, Indus and Sutlej
13. Which food grain crop is occupied the largest part of the cropped area in India? Rice
14. The number of major languages, recognized in the Indian Union as official language,
are? 22
15. Which state in India has the largest number of district? Uttar Pradesh
16. The oldest rocks in India are reported from? Dharwar region, Karnataka
17.which atomic power station in India is built completely indigenously? Kalpakkam
18. The age of earth? About 4600 million years.
19. The man who first assessed the mass of the earth? Dr. Nevil Maskelyne
20. Who put forth the nebular hypothesis explaining the origin of the earth? Laplace.
21. A longitudinal dune which instead of being transverse to the prevailing wind is parallel
to it? Seif.
22. The permeable rock layer which retains water? Aquifer.
23. Difference between Gulf and Bay?
Gulf and Bay are part of the sea that extends considerably into the land, but a Bay usually
has a wider entrance than Gulf.
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24. The isotherm indicates? The temperatures in particular areas.
25. The isthmus means? A narrow neck of land that connects two larger landmasses.
26. Name given to the widened river mouth found at the point a river enters the sea?
Estuary.
27. Which ocean surrounds the North Pole? Arctic Ocean
28. What are isobars? Atmospheric pressure of a particular area
29. Name the hot desert which is covered with large rocks. Hamada
30. What is the time difference between every degree of longitude? 4 minutes
31. In which region is the salinity of ocean water high? Arid regions
32. What do contours on map indicate? Heights of land above sea level.
33.What country calls itself Nippon? Japan
34. What country was known as Rhodesia? Zimbabwe.
35. Which two countries are joined by the Bridge of No Return? North Korea and South
Korea.
36. In what country might you find the Great Fence? Australia.
37. How much time is taken by the sunlight to reach earth? 8 minutes
38. What is the speed of the earth's orbit around the sun? 105-109 kms/hr

SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
1. Name the process of converting free nitrogen gas of the atmosphere into nitrogen
compounds. Nitrogen fixation.
2. Who discovered the vaccine for small pox? Edward Jenner.
3. Name of the instrument that measures the wind speed? Anemometer
4. Name the technique of growing plants without soil.Hydroponics
5 Who invented periodic table? Dmitri Mendeleev
6. Which gas is evolved from paddy fields and marshes? Methane
7. Which metal has highest thermal conductivity? Silver
8. Which metal is used in the making of microchips? Silicon
9. Which polymer is used to manufacture electric switches, computer disks etc? Bakelite
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10 .PET is a familiar form of polyester used in making bottles. What is the full form of
PET? Poly ethylene terephthalate
11. Which metal is a liquid at room temperature? Mercury
12. What is the chemical name of baking soda? Sodium bicarbonate
13. Which element is used in making pencil leads? Carbon (graphite)
14. Name the biological polymer used in making paper. Cellulose
15. What is the Ph value of human blood?7.4
16. The rarest blood group is __. AB NEGATIVE
17. The number of Chromosomes in the humans is __. 46 or 23 pairs.
18. Apiculture is related with the study of ____________ Bees
19. Name the acid present in curd. Lactic acid
20. The longest and largest bone in the human body is __. Femur
21. Who is honoured as Father of Modern Chemistry? Antoine Lavoisier
22. Which coal product was used for street lighting for first time in London? Coal gas
23 Name the device used for detecting even feeble current. Galvanoscope
24. What is the unit of current? Ampere
25. Where and when was worlds first oil well drilled? Pennsylvania , 1859
26. What does ATP stand for? Adenosine triphosphate
27. Which organ of the body produces the fluid known as bile? Liver
28. Why are white blood corpuscles popularly called "soldiers of the body”? Defend the body
against the germs.
29. Who was the first Indian woman to land on moon? Kalpana Chawla
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30. Which planet is also known as red planet? Mars
31. How much time does the Neptune take to complete one revolution around the sun ?165
years
32. Which is the hardest substance in the human body? Tooth enamel
33. Name the gas filled in the electric bulb .Nitrogen or Argon

34 Quartz crystals normally used in quartz clocks etc. is chemically____________
Silicon dioxide

35 Name the hardest substance available on earth . Diamond
36. Which is the longest cell in the body? Nerve cell or Neurons.
46. What are the structures which join bones and muscles? Tendon
47. The term given to the lymphocytes which mature in the thymus_______. T cells
48. Name the pigment that gives colour to skin?Melanin
49. What is the function of the islets of Langerhans? Insulin secretion
50. What is the term used to denote the tendency of an object to remain in a state of rest
until acted upon by an external force? Inertia
51. Which planet is covered by clouds of sulphuric acid?Venus
52. The name given to the study of animal behaviour.Ethology
53. What is the fluid that lubricates and cushions the movable joints between the bones?
Synovial fluids
54. What is the medical term for high blood pressure? Hypertension.
55. Which gland in the human body is referred as gland of emergency? Adrenal
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56. Which part of the body is affected by Glaucoma? Eyes
57. The process of converting solid directly into vapour state known as .Sublimation
58. The process of deposition of zinc over iron is known as.Galvanisation
59. The first electric cell was developed by Italian scientist. Luigi Galvani.

60. Which one of the following waves are used by the common TV remote control?
Infrared waves
61. Which gas is safe and an effective extinguisher for all confined fires? Carbondioxide
62. Which bacteria is responsible for the formation of curd? Lactobacillus Acidophillus
63. The green pigment that traps sunlight in plants Chlorophyll
64. The movement of a plant part in response to light is called:Phototropism
65. What is the name given to flowering plants?Angiosperms
66. What is the name given to the fluid surrounding a foetus in the womb? Amniotic fluid
67. What is the full form of LPG ? Liquefied Petroleum Gas
68. What are seedless plants called? Cryptogams
69. What is used as an antiseptic to sterilise wounds and syringes in hospitals?
Ethyl alcohol or iso propyl alcohol
70 Name the human protein discovered by researchers to fight the Ebola virus. RBBP6
protein
71. What is the state of inactivity through the dry, summer season, as hibernation is the
dormancy of the winter months? Aestivation
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72. Which country has built an 'artificial sun' that reaches 6 times the temperature of Sun?
China
73. Name the chemical substances produced by endocrine glands. Hormones.
74. The communication satellite which was successfully launched by ISRO recently?
GSAT-29
75 What type of coal is brown and fibrous? Lignite.

SPORTS QUIZ
Q1). What is the national sport in Japan?Sumo wrestling.
Q2). In which country were the first Olympic Games held? Greece.
Q3). Which is the largest stadium in the world? Azteca stadium in Mexico City.
Q4). Which two sports are practiced on a green table? Billiards and Table Tennis.
Q5). How many holes are there in a full round of a golf?18.
Q6). Who was the first Indian to win the world Amateur Billiards title? Wilson Jones.
Q7). Who is the first Indian women to win Asian Games gold in 400m run?Kamaljit
Sandhu.
Q8). India won its first Olympic hockey gold in? 1928.
Q9). In which year did Milkha Singh win the first national title in the 400m race? 1957.
Q10). Who was the first ODI captain for India? Ajit Wadekar.
Q11). What is a person called who controls a football match?A referee.
Q12). How many gold medals have been won by India in Olympic so far?9.
Q13). Who was the first Indian to win an individual medal in Olympics? K.D. Jadhav.
Q14). Milkha Singh is associated with which sports?Athletics.
Q15). How many players are there in a kabaddi Team? 7.
Q16). How many players should be there in a kho-kho team?12.
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Q17). Kabbaddi is the national game of which country?Bangladesh.
Q18). what is the other name for table tennis?Ping Pong .
Q19). When is a point scored in Table Tennis game? When a player fails to return the
balls within rules.
Q20). What is the current men’s record in 100 meter sport?9.58 seconds.
Q21). The badminton birdie is also known as. Shuttle cock
Q22). Each game of badminton is played up to how many points? 21
Q23). In a game of badminton doubles, when do the players of one team change their
places? When they score a point.
Q24). How many serves is a player allowed per game in Lawn tennis? There is no limit.

Q25). What is another term used for the sport Foot Ball? Soccer.
Q26). What is the object used to hit the ball in Lawn tennis? Racquet.
Q27). In the game Table Tennis what follows a “deuce”? Advantage.
Q28). Which sport is also known as tenpins? Bowling.
Q29). How many rings are there on the Olympic flag? 5.
Q30). How often are the Olympic games held? Every 4 years.
Q31). How many players are there in a team in Inetrnational cricket matches? 11
Q32). In cricket, how many throws make an over? 6.
Q33). Who invented Basket Ball? James Naismith.
Q34). In what city were the Asian Games first held? Delhi.
Q35). What are the two main categories in athletics? Tracks and field.
Q36)How many hurdles are to be crossed in a standard hurdles race? 10 hurdles.
Q37). What is the term used for the stick in a relay race? Baton.
Q38). Is shot put a field event or track event. Field event.
Q39). Name any field event that involves running a short distance.
Javelin throw, Long jump, High jump, triple jump.
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Q40). What are most tracks made of? Rubber.
Q41). What are the five “s” (five esses) of running? Stamina, Speed, Strength, Skill and
Spirit.
Q42). How many throwing events are there? 4
Q43). Name any two throwing events? Discuss throw, Javelin throw, Shot put, Hammer
throw.
Q44). The discuss for women weighs 1 kg. how much does the discuss for men weigh? 2
kg.
Q45). What does a red flag mean in a race? Disqualification.
Q46). What does IAAF stand for? International Association of Athletics Federations.
Q47). How many players does a Basket Ball team consists of and how many can play at
a time?
10 players in a team. 5 play at a time.
Q48). Which event involves throwing a spherical weight from the shoulder? Shot put.
Q49). In a Throw ball match how many players play from each team? 7 players.
Q50). In a game of Hockey, what side of the stick are the players allowed to use? Flat
side only
Q51). Where was field hockey invented? Scotland.
Q52). What is the total number pf players playing on the pitch in a Hockey match? 22.
Q53). When was All India Womens Hockey Federation formed? 1947.
Q54). What is the main objective in a Dodge ball game?
To eliminate all members of the opposing team by throwing the ball.
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GK Math QUESTIONS
Grade 6
1. Rakhi’s age is 𝑥 years. What may 𝑥 − 4 show?
2. An equation has two sides separated by __________
3. What direction will you face if you start facing east and make 1 by 4 of a revolution
clockwise?
4. Where will the hand of a clock stop if it starts at 3 and makes one fourth of a
revolution?
5. Which instrument is used for measuring angles?
6. How many edges does a cuboid have?
7. How many letters of English alphabet have exactly three lines of symmetry?
8. Find the perimeter of a regular hexagon of side 𝑥 cm.
9. Perimeter and area of a square are numerically equal. Find the side of a square in cm.
10. What happens to the perimeter of a square when its side is doubled?
11. Which mathematician claimed that a goddess used to come in his dreams to solve
mathematical problems?
12. Where was Algebra first used?

13. Identify this mathematician who is the author of the book ‘Aljebar w’al almugabalah.’
14. Who is known as the father of mathematics?
15. If A is substituted by 4, B by 3, C by 2, D by 4, E by 3, F by 2 and so on, then what will
be total of the numerical values of the letters of the word SICK?
16. How many feet are there in a yard?
17. The pyramids of Egypt are monuments that looks like____________
18. How many faces does a tetrahedron have?
19. Name the largest number.
20. Name the first mathematician who gave rules to compute with zero.
21. How many thousands makes a lakh?
22. Write the smallest 4-digit number using only one digit?
23. Round off 12,46,193 to the nearest thousands.
24. Which is greater XCII or 82?
25. Write the greatest 7-digit number in figures.
26. Write the predecessor of the smallest 6-digit number.
27. Write the smallest three-digit number having three different prime factors.
28. Is 29,439 divisible by 9?
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29. Out of the two numbers, the greater number is the multiple of smaller one. What is the
LCM of the two numbers?
30. Identify the number that cannot be used as a divisor:
31. Any two consecutive primes which differ by 2 are known as
32. Find the value of 5 x 12 ÷6 -7
33. How many whole numbers are there up to 50?
34. Write the whole number that does not have its predecessor.
35. Find the value of 12+1-61
36. Subtract -15 from -40
37. Find the sum of the greatest negative integer and the smallest positive integer.
38. Which integer is neither negative nor positive?
39. What must be added to -35 to get +35?
40. Which is greater: -65 or -56?
41. How many one-thirds are there in a whole?
42. Palindromic numbers are numbers that read the same backwards as forwards. The
world Palindrome comes from the Greek word Palindromes. What is its meaning?
43. Write 5 tenths as a decimal.
44. Express 0.001 as a fraction.
45. Which is believed to be the most ancient device used for calculation purpose?
46. Add 0.33 and 0.3333
47. 5𝑥 is same as _________
48. __________ is a number which does not have a fixed value.
49. 𝑥 𝑋 (𝑦 + 𝑧) = ______________ + ________________
50. Who is the author of “Mathematical Ideas, Their Nature and Use”?
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ANSWERS: GRADE 6 MATHEMATICS
1. Rakhi’s age 4 years a ago
2. ‘==’ / equals to
3. South
4. 6
5. Protractor
6. 12 edges
7. 0/none
8. 6x
9. 4 cm.
10. Perimeter becomes double
11. Srinivasa Ramanujan
12. China
13. Mohammed Ibn Al Khowarizmi
14. Archimedes
15. 11
16. 3 feet
17. Triangles
18. 4
19. Googolplex
20. Brahmagupta
21. 100
22. 1111
23. 12,46,000
24. XCII
25. Ninety-nine lakh ninety-nine thousand nine hundred ninety-nine.
26. 99,999
27. 30
28. Yes
29. Greater number
30. 0
31. Co-prime numbers
32. 3
33. 51
34. 0
35. 18
36. -25
37. 0
38. 0
39. 70
40. -56
41. 3
42. Running back again
43. 0.5
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44.

1
1000

45. Abacus
46. 0.6633
47. 5 multiplied with x
48. Variable
49. x x x + x x y
50. Jagjjt Singh
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GRADE: 7
MATHEMATICS QUESTIONS
1. What is the meaning of the word MATHEMATICS ?
2. If we arrange the letters of the word ‘BURN ME’ we will get a basic word in
Mathematics. Which is that word?
3. Name the numbers which we can read from both ends with the same numbers.
4. Name the polygon which has 10 sides.
5. Both hands of a clock are coming together at 12’0 clock. Then how many times these
both hands will come together the next 12 hours.
6. How many times can we subtract 2 from 8?
7. If we add or multiply three whole numbers we will get the same value. Which are the
three whole numbers?
8. Difference between the biggest 5-digit number and smallest 6-digit number.
9. Any number is divided by zero, the result is infinity. Who invented this?
10. Who is the father of Geometry?
11. Who invented Pythagorean Triplets ?
12. Who is the father of MATHEMATICS?
13. Who invented the number 1 ?
14. Who discovered zero in Maths?
15. What are numbers called?
16. Name the first mathematics teacher.
17. What is the Googol Number.
18. Which is the Ramanujan Number.
19. What is the value of the probability of a sure event?
20. What is the value of (π) pie?
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21. What is the measure of zero angle?
22. Name the number system in which zero is not used.
23. Which subject is considered as the MOTHER OF ALL SCIENCES.
24. Who called Mathematics is the queen of Science?
25. In which ancient civilization, numbers were for the first time represented by words?
26. In which ancient civilization, odd and even numbers were divided into two sets.?
27. How many objects are there in a Geometry Box?
28. What is the value: 100 % of 100.
29. What is the cube of a negative number. Is it negative or positive.
30. Write the number which used least number of times while writing 0 to 99.
31. How many digits are there in Hindu-Arabic System?
32. What is the number called located on the bottom part of a fraction?
33. Identify the number that cannot be used as a divisor.
34. What is 121 times zero.
35. Write the simplest form of 1.5 : 2.5
36. What is the value of : 1.07 × 65 + 1.07 × 26 + 1.07 × 9
37. Solve the equation: −10 n = 80
38. What kind of triangle has 3 equal sides?
39. What is the value of 30 ?
40. Find the average of first 10 natural numbers.
41. What is the sum of the measures of the angles of a rectangle?
42. For two triangles how many congruence are possible?
1

1

1

43. In a bag full of small balls, 4 of these balls are green , 8 are blue , 12 are yellow and the
remaining 26 white. How many balls are blue?
44. A car is travelling 75 km/ hr. How many metres the car travel in one minute?
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1

45. Write the multiplicative inverse of − 12
46. Which number is multiplicative identity for the whole numbers.
47. Name the regular polygon which has 4 sides.
48. Write the formula for finding the circumference of a circle.
49. What is the shape of bars in a bar graph?
50. What is the unit used to measure an angle?

GRADE: 7
MATHEMATICS ANSWERS
(1) Things that are learned
(2) Number
(3) Palindromes
(4) Decagon
(5) 11
(6) One time
(7) 1 , 2 , 3
(8) 1
(9) Bhaskaran II
(10) Euclid
(11) Pythagoras
(12) Archimedes
(13) Aryabhatt
(14) Brahmagupta
(15) Numerals
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(16) William Jones
(17) 10100
(18) 1729
(19) 1
(20) 3.14
(21) Zero
(22) Roman system
(23) Mathematics

(24) Carl Friedrich Gauss
(25) Indians
(26) Chinese
(27) 9
(28) 1
(29) Negative
(30) Zero
(31) 10
(32) Denominator
(33) Zero
(34) Zero
(35) 3 : 5
(36) 107
(37) −8
(38) Equilateral Triangle
(39) 1
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(40) 5.5
(41) 3600
(42) 6
(43) 6 blue
(44) 1250 m
(45) −12
(46) 1
(47) Square
(48) C = 2 π r
(49) Rectangle
(50) Degree
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MATHEMATICS QUIZ

GRADE: VIII

1. Name the 2 great Indian mathematicians credited for developing the Hindu-Arabic
numeral system?
2. Which is believed to be the most ancient device used for calculation purpose?
3. Multiply XXI by II and express the result you get in Roman number system?
4. Which of the following numbers is an odd integer contains the digit 5, is divisible by 3
and lies between the square of 12 and 13.
a) 165

b) 175

c) 147

d) 185

5. Write an equivalent rational number of
1𝑟𝑑

6. Twenty years ago, my age was 3

24
36

with denominator 9.

of what it is now. Find my present age.

7. The sum of three consecutive even numbers is 234, then find the smallest among them.
8. If the value of √15625 = 125, then find the value of √156.25 + √1.5625
9. Find the value of √41 − √21 + √19 − √9
10. Between which two consecutive whole numbers does √95 lie.
11. What value of x makes the equation -12 + (-3x) = 0 true?
12. At 4:00 P.M on a sunny day, a stick 2 feet tall cast a shadow 5 feet long. At the same
time a tree nearby cast a shadow 55 feet long, what is the height, in feet of the tree.
13. The ratio of 2 numbers is 3:8 and their difference is 115. Find the larger number.
14. 25% of 4 – 4% of 25 equal to what?
15. (0, -3), (2, -2), (4, -1) (6, 0) - - - - - these ordered pairs follow a pattern. If (10,y) is in this
pattern, what is the value of y?
16. If in a certain code ‘Master’ is written as “Samret”, then how will ‘Carrot’ be written in
the same code?
17. If ÷ means ‘─’, ‘─’ means ‘x’, ‘x’ means ‘+’ and ‘+’ means ÷ then 20 x 60 ÷ 40 ─ 20 + 10 =
?
18. In a certain code, 274 means “spread the carpet”, 254 means “dust the carpet” and 234
means “roll the carpet”. Which digit in that code means “roll’?
19. A cuboidal metal block of dimensions 20cm x 16cm x 12cm weigh 6kg. What is the
weight of block of the same metal of size 10cm x 8cm x 8cm?
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20. In a rectangle ABCD, diagonals AC and BD intersect at 0. If ∟COD = 120°, what is the
value of ∟OBA.
21. Three numbers are in the ratio 1 : 2 : 3. The sum of their cubes is 98784. What is the
biggest number?
22. This year, your brother Shyam will be 2 years more than twice as old as your sister
Sonam. The sum of Shyam’s age and three times Sonam’s age is 52 years. How old is
Sonam.
23. What is the best buy for the following advertised sale in a shop?
a) 8 cans for Rs. 4.88
b) 10 cans for Rs 5.80
c) 3 cans for Rs 1.68
d) 12 cans for Rs 7.20
24. Find the length of diagonal of a square whose area is 16900 m2
25. Two cylinders of same volume have their heights in the ratio 1 : 3. Then find the ratio of
their radii
26. The dimensions of a hall are 40m, 25m and 20m. If each person requires 200 cubic
meter, then find the number of persons who can be accommodated in the hall.
27. The volume of a cube is 512 cm3. Then find its surface area.
1

28. Find 12 2 % of Rs 50.
29. Write the standard form of 15240000
30. The distance between Sun and Earth is 1.496 x 1011 m and the distance between Earth
and Moon is 3.84 x 108 m. During solar eclipse, Moon comes in between Earth and Sun.
At that time, find the distance between Moon and Sun.
31. If 5 men take an hour to dig a ditch how long should it take 12 men to dig a ditch of the
same type.
32. Evaluate

582 −422
16

33. If two coins are tossed together, then find the chances of getting “head head”.
34. If the 3-digit number 24x is divisible by 9, then find the value of x.
4

35. If 7 students of a class of strength 70 are boys, then find the number of girls.
36. Anu had 6 pairs of shoes. She let Mohit borrow x pairs shoes, and then she had 4 pairs
left. Write an equation to represent the above situation.
37. A man starts walking towards south. After walking 10m, he turns left at right angle.
Then after 15m he again turns left at right angle. In what direction is he finally walking?
38. The 360° circle and the 60 – minute hour were developed by whom.
39. The sieve of Eratosthems is used to find _______________
40. Which field of mathematics was developed first.
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41. Which ancient Egyptian unit of measurement was set as the distance between the
elbow and the tip of the middle finger?
42. Verify whether (11,60,61) is a Pythagorean triplet.
43. Who is father of Indian mathematics.
44. Who is named as India’s Human computer.
45. Name the famous monument in India which is a great example of line symmetry.
46. Which is the only even prime number?
47. When a person has excelled in any walk of life, we assign him or her on this number,
which number is that?
48. What is the number which may vary from time to time, does not leave one till one has
finished studies?
49. Which household gadget occasionally operates on a special sequence of numbers?
50. How to get a number 100 using four sevens (7’s) and a one (1)?
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ANSWERS KEY-GRADE 8 MATHEMATICS
1) Aryabhata and Brahmagupta

26) 100

2) Abacus

27) 384 cm2

3) XLII

28) Rs 6.25

4) (a) 165

29) 1.524 x 107

5)

6
9

30) 1492.16 x 108 m

6) 30 years

31) 25 minutes

7) 76

32) 100

8) 13.75

33)

9) 6

34) 3

10) 9 and 10

35) 30

11) -4

36) 6 – x = 4

12) 22 feet

37) North

13) 184

38) Babylonians

14) 0

39) Prime numbers

15) 2

40) Deductive logic

16) Ractor

41) Cubit

17) 0

42) Yes

18) 3

43) Aryabhata

19) 1kg.

44) Shakuntala Devi

20) 30°

45) Taj Mahal

21) 42

46) 2

22) 10 years

47) 1 (one)

23) (c)

48) Roll number

24) 130√2 m

49) Lock (it is called a combination lock)

25) √3 : 1

50) 177 − 77 = 100 (OR) (7 + 7) x (7 + 7)

1
4

1
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